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DeLoG NEWSLETTER

Dear Reader,

the Habitat III Conference in Quito (17.-20.10.) is about to begin and the latest draft for the New 
Urban Agenda was published on July 28. From 27-29 September ADB and DeLoG will host a join 
learning event on “Localising Global Agendas” in Manila. For a follow  up you can find out more 
about our last regional seminar in Burkina Faso on Financial Decentralization in West Africa. 
In profile we feature Barnabé Z. Dassigli, Chairperson of  AU DLG Subcommittee and Minister of 
Decentralization and Local Governance in Benin. 

We hope you enjoy the current issue. 
Your DeLoG Team 
Contact: info(at)delog.org
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https://www.habitat3.org/bitcache/b581c7d6129c25b03b0102e2a7e5e175e9019535?vid=586129&disposition=inline&op=view
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http://livepage.apple.com/
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■ DeLoG Activities 

UEMOA/DeLoG Seminar: Financial Decentralisation in West Africa

At the end of June, the regional seminar on “The 
Implementat ion of the Whitebook on Financial 
Decentralisation within UEMOA” took place in Burkina 
Faso. Over 80 participants from all UEMOA countries, 
among them directors of the Ministries of Finance and 
Decentralisation, Presidents of Local Government 
Associations, Mayors and representatives of national 
financing institutions as well as development partners 
discussed the way forward for financial decentralisation in 
in Western Africa. 

›› For more information, please click here. 

In Profile – Barnabé Z. Dassigli, Chairperson of AU DLG Subcommittee

Barnabé Z. DASSIGLI is Minister of  Decentralization and Local 
Governance in Benin. As Benin is chairing the African Union (AU) 
Decentralization and Local Governance (DLG) Subcommittee, he 
became, at the same time, the Chairperson of AU DLG Subcommittee. 
He plans to restore a permanent communication with the Ministers in 
charge of decentralization in the five regions of Africa. His actions will 
focus on the search for strategic partners whose expertise and financial 
contribution are indispensable for the realization of the four years action 
plan. 

›› To read the interview, please click here. 

Learn4Dev: ADB/DeLoG joint learning event on “Localising Global 
Agenda”

The Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the Development 
Partners Network on Decentralisation and Local 
Governance (DeLoG) are jointly organising a learning event 
in Manila from September 27-29. We will explore current 
approaches for localizing the SDGs and for ensuring the 
role of subnational governments in urban development and 
climate change activities in the course of this event. There 
will be a particular focus on SDG 11 (Sustainable Cities and 

Communities) and SDG 13 (Climate Action).

›› For more information, please click here. 

 

http://delog.org/web/7097-2/
http://delog.org/web/7097-2/
http://delog.org/web/joint-learning-event-localizing-global-agendas/
http://delog.org/web/joint-learning-event-localizing-global-agendas/
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■ News from our Member Organisations

Urban GLASS (Global-Local Accountability Support System) initiative

UN-Habitat and the Spanish Federation of Municipalities 
and Provinces (FEMP) are launching an initiative to 
supports local government in preventing corruption in 
urban management by promot ing t ransparent , 

accountable and participatory cities. The project is being developed under the Uraía Platform, by 
the Global Fund of for the Development of Cities (FMDV) ›› www.uraia.org
The initiative aims to strengthen the capacities of  local governments to develop and implement 
mechanisms for transparency and anti-corruption in urban settings, fostering the necessary 
conditions for the fulfillment of Sustainable Development Goals 16 and 11. The scope of  work will 
include capacity building, development of tools, advocacy and the promotion of partnerships and 
networking. The project will take specific consideration to the enormous potential of  technology 
and will foster the development and use of SMART technologies as a tool to include citizens in the 
cities’ affairs. The organisers are looking for partners and donors to contribute to the country 
activities.
For more information visit ›› www.urban-glass.org or contact maria.alejandra@unhabitat.org

UNCDF supports Somali local governments on revenue mobilization

UNCDF continues working with local governments on the implementation of 
the Local Revenue Mobilization Initiative (LRMI). On 1 August 2016 a 
revenue planning and forecasting workshop was convened in Hargeisa under 
the auspices of  the Somaliland Ministry of  Interior for municipal officials of 
Hargeisa and Borama. Speaking at the opening, the Director-General of  the 
Ministry of  Interior highly appreciated UNCDF’s support to Somaliland, 
including the establishment and continued operation of  the Local 
Development Fund, development of  the Fiscal Decentralization Strategy as 
well as the launch of LRMI.
›› Read the article.

Considerations for the Follow-up and Review of the NUA

This paper argues that a strong follow-up and review  processes 
are essential to maintain commitment and engagement over time 
for the NUA. By identifying implementation successes and 
challenges, follow-up and review  facilitate policy learning and 

provide an evidence base for implementation activities. They can moreover strengthen the NUA’s 
inclusiveness and accountability. The paper outlines suggestions for the relationship between the 
follow-up and review of the NUA and the Agenda 2030.

›› Read the paper.

Data: The Missing Link in Meeting the SDGs

ADB is working with governments in the region to improve the way they 
compile statistics. One of the projects promotes the use of  computer-
assisted personal interviewing or CAPI. This improves the accuracy of 
results and reduces the time and money spent on field data collection. 
ADB will initially support three countries: the Marshall Islands; Sri Lanka; 
and Viet Nam. It will help national statistical offices in these countries to 
use CAPI to improve the scope, quality, and timeliness of  national survey 
results linked to the SDGs.

›› Read the article.

http://www.uraia.org/home
http://www.uraia.org/home
http://www.urban-glass.org/
http://www.urban-glass.org/
mailto:maria.alejandra@unhabitat.org
mailto:maria.alejandra@unhabitat.org
http://uncdf.org/en/node/3801
http://uncdf.org/en/node/3801
https://www.adelphi.de/en/system/files/mediathek/bilder/Considerations%20for%20the%20Follow-up%20and%20Review%20of%20the%20New%20Urban%20Agenda%20-%20adelphi.pdf
https://www.adelphi.de/en/system/files/mediathek/bilder/Considerations%20for%20the%20Follow-up%20and%20Review%20of%20the%20New%20Urban%20Agenda%20-%20adelphi.pdf
http://www.adb.org/news/features/data-missing-link-meeting-sdgs
http://www.adb.org/news/features/data-missing-link-meeting-sdgs
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Sweden’s Charlotte Petri Gornitzka appointed new DAC Chair

Sweden’s Charlotte Petri Gornitzka, Director General of the Swedish 
International Development Co-operation Agency (Sida), was appointed as 
the new  Chair of  the OECD’s Development Assistance Committee. Ms Petri 
Gornitzka replaces outgoing DAC Chair Erik Solheim, who recently became 
Executive Director of the United Nations Environment Programme. She will 
start her new  role on a part time basis from 11 July 2016 and take up full-time 
duties in autumn.

›› Link to the document.

■ Info, Links, Downloads

New Urban Agenda: latest PrepCom III Draft

The Third United Nations Conference on Housing and 
Sustainable Urban Development (Habitat III) will be 
held in Quito, Ecuador, from 17-20 October 2016. The 
aim of the conference is to reinvigorate the global 
commitment to sustainable urban development with a 
“New  Urban Agenda”. The draft is the result of the 
negotiations at the third session of  the Preparatory 
Committee for the Habitat III Conference (PrepCom3), 
held in Surabaya, Indonesia, 25–27 July 2016. More 

than 5000 government and civil society representatives from 160 countries met in Indonesia to 
further negotiate on how  to shape urbanisation processes in the next two decades. Unfortunately, 
the negotiations did not meet the anticipated expectations in terms of finalizing the agenda’s text. 
The results from PrepCom3 are the basis for the next round of  informal negotiations in New  York 
on 7-9 September.

›› Link to the draft.

›› PrepCom III in Surabaya: Finding a joint position on the NUA.

›› The “Right to the City” and the New Urban Agenda.

›› Opportunities and Challenges for Financing Sustainable Cities.

›› The NUA and the SDGs: Synergies and Challenges Ahead.

›› An urban approach to 'leaving no one behind'.

›› Why do we ignore the local processes that deliver global goals in urban 
areas?

http://www.oecd.org/newsroom/sweden-s-charlotte-petri-gornitzka-appointed-new-dac-chair.htm
http://www.oecd.org/newsroom/sweden-s-charlotte-petri-gornitzka-appointed-new-dac-chair.htm
https://www.habitat3.org/bitcache/b581c7d6129c25b03b0102e2a7e5e175e9019535?vid=586129&disposition=inline&op=view
https://www.habitat3.org/bitcache/b581c7d6129c25b03b0102e2a7e5e175e9019535?vid=586129&disposition=inline&op=view
http://www.urbanet.info/prepcom-iii-surabaya-new-urban-agenda/
http://www.urbanet.info/prepcom-iii-surabaya-new-urban-agenda/
http://sd.iisd.org/policy-updates/the-right-to-the-city-and-the-new-urban-agenda/
http://sd.iisd.org/policy-updates/the-right-to-the-city-and-the-new-urban-agenda/
http://sd.iisd.org/policy-updates/the-new-urban-agenda-opportunities-and-challenges-for-financing-sustainable-cities/
http://sd.iisd.org/policy-updates/the-new-urban-agenda-opportunities-and-challenges-for-financing-sustainable-cities/
http://sd.iisd.org/policy-updates/the-new-urban-agenda-and-the-sustainable-development-goals-synergies-and-challenges-ahead/
http://sd.iisd.org/policy-updates/the-new-urban-agenda-and-the-sustainable-development-goals-synergies-and-challenges-ahead/
http://www.iied.org/urban-approach-leaving-no-one-behind
http://www.iied.org/urban-approach-leaving-no-one-behind
http://www.iied.org/why-do-we-ignore-local-processes-deliver-global-goals-urban-areas
http://www.iied.org/why-do-we-ignore-local-processes-deliver-global-goals-urban-areas
http://www.iied.org/why-do-we-ignore-local-processes-deliver-global-goals-urban-areas
http://www.iied.org/why-do-we-ignore-local-processes-deliver-global-goals-urban-areas
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WUC: The City we need - Towards a New Urban 
Paradigm

The World Urban Campaign (WUC) is an advocacy and partnership platform 
to raise awareness about positive urban change in order to achieve green, 
productive, safe, healthy, inclusive, and well planned cities. Its goal is to place 
the Urban Agenda at the highest level in development policies. It is driven by 
currently 136 partners and networks. This document was adopted 
unanimously by the World Urban Campaign Steering Committee on 16 March 
2016.

›› Link to the document.

Developing countries face a catastrophic lack of 
urban planning capacity

How  can the Global South implement the NUA with colonial-era curricula 
and little investment in training? Now, Zambia offers a new  model. Urban 
planners of the future must act creatively and differently. The article 
argues that the most critical aspect of urban transformation will have to 
involve a change in the skills and attitudes of  built-environment 
professionals in the cities of the developing world.

›› Link to the article.

Roadmap for localizing the SDGs: Implementation and monitoring at 
subnational level

From 10-20 July, local and regional governments attended the High Level Political Forum in New 
York to share their perspectives on the implementation of the SDGs with 
the international community and to launch the Roadmap for localizing the 
SDGs. The road map will include the guidelines for Awareness-raising, 
Advocacy, Implementation, Monitoring and it discusses “Where do we go 
from here?”.

›› Link to the roadmap.

›› Link to the report: Global Taskforce calls for the localization of the SDGs 
at the High Level Political Forum

UCLG Video SDG 11 – Sustainable Cities and Communities

  

›› Link to the video.

http://www.worldurbancampaign.org/resources
http://www.worldurbancampaign.org/resources
http://citiscope.org/habitatIII/commentary/2016/08/developing-countries-face-catastrophic-lack-urban-planning-capacity
http://citiscope.org/habitatIII/commentary/2016/08/developing-countries-face-catastrophic-lack-urban-planning-capacity
http://media.wix.com/ugd/bfe783_49c2d8178d214bde9ec14154dd70e921.pdf
http://media.wix.com/ugd/bfe783_49c2d8178d214bde9ec14154dd70e921.pdf
http://www.gtf2016.org/
http://www.gtf2016.org/
http://www.gtf2016.org/
http://www.gtf2016.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4iGPnF0Wzw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4iGPnF0Wzw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4iGPnF0Wzw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4iGPnF0Wzw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4iGPnF0Wzw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4iGPnF0Wzw
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Blog Article: Olympics remind us of the importance of local 
governance

The Olympics have been a self-imposed stress test for 
Brazil’s cities. The 1995 State of Brazil reforms sought 
to improve civil services through objectives, managed 
competition, and direct democracy, rather than 
absolute bureaucratic control. These reforms also 
privatized and outsourced state-owned industries and 

devolved publicly funded initiatives to the nonprofit sector. Brazil has pioneered participatory 
budgeting at the local level, and open budget progress.

›› Link to the blog article.

World Summit of Local and Regional Leaders

The United Cities and Local Governments Congress, 
is the highest governing body of  the World 
Organization. I t brings together over 3,000 
representatives of  towns, cities, metropolises and 
regions, civil society, the business world and academia 
from around the world to interact with their colleagues 

from across the globe. The Summit is also the occasion where all members are able to exercise 
their rights, influence the global development agenda and guide the work plan for the next three 
years. This year’s conference is titled “Local Voices for a Better World”.

›› Link to the congress information.

2016 CAPE Conference: where next for development effectiveness?

The conference will be held from 18 - 19 October 2016 in London to 
discuss the improvement of  the development effectiveness process. The 
SDGs have raised global development ambitions; traditional donor-
recipient distinctions have evolved into partnerships; new  finance 
providers have emerged; and a growing share of development finance is 

now  provided by actors such as the private sector who may have little understanding of 
development effectiveness principles. There is a need to build a new  consensus on development 
effectiveness that's fit for the SDG era. 

›› Find more information about the conference here.

Sustainable Development Goals-Festival

Date: 14-16 November 2016
Place: World Conference Center Bonn (Germany)
›› Register here!

Join the first SDG Action Forum and launch of the Global Campaign 
Center of the UN SDG Action Campaign! The event will include formal 
high-level modules, SDG knowledge and innovation fair, partner 
recognition celebration, break-away sessions, solutions-oriented design 
labs, innovation sprints, and much more!

http://www.urban.org/urban-wire/olympics-remind-us-importance-local-governance
http://www.urban.org/urban-wire/olympics-remind-us-importance-local-governance
https://www.bogota2016.uclg.org/en
https://www.bogota2016.uclg.org/en
https://www.odi.org/events/4395-development-effectiveness-sdgs-sustainable-development-goals
https://www.odi.org/events/4395-development-effectiveness-sdgs-sustainable-development-goals
https://sdgaction.typeform.com/to/pegvc9?utm_source=citizenadvisor&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=bonn_festival
https://sdgaction.typeform.com/to/pegvc9?utm_source=citizenadvisor&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=bonn_festival
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LOCS4Africa 2017: Water & Climate Congress

LOCS4Africa will host a congress on Water & Climate from the 
22 to 24 of March 2017. The conference takes place in South 
Africa and it will explore the critical links between climate change 
and urban water and sanitation in Africa’s cities. Water is THE 
critical challenge facing many of Africa’s local governments.. As 
such, there has never been a more relevant time for a pan-
African congress to move ‘from dialogue to action,’ providing on 

the ground solutions, unpacking emerging trends and unlocking financial mechanisms for improved 
climate resilient development at the local level.

›› Apply by the 16 September here. 

8th Global Forum on Urban Resilience and Adaption

The forum takes place in Bonn (Germany) from 4-6 May 2017. 
Resilient Cities is the global meeting point for exchange of best 
practices in urban resilience and adaptation to climate change. The 
Call for Contributions' themes will include: Financing resilience, 
Disaster risk management, Inclusive urban governance, Ecosystem-

based adaptation and Managing climate-related health risks.

›› Link to the call for contributions which is open from October - December 2016.

■ Courses

The Hague Academy for local governance

›› Conflict, Rule of Law & Local Security

Date: 7-18 November 2016
Apply by: 7 October 2016
Place:  The Hague, The Netherlands

The nexus between conflict, rule of law  and security at the subnational level remains largely 
unexplored. The course offers lectures from academics and international experts in conflict 
analysis, governance, rule of law  promotion, and local security. Participants share their expertise 
and knowledge and bridge the divide between theory and practice by exercises and practical 
cases. Visits will be made to amongst others the International Criminal Court (ICC) and The Dutch 
National Crisis Centre to learn how to prevent and maintain local security.
Those, who mention in their application form that they apply through the DeLoG newsletter, 
will get a 10% discount on the course fee.

The Hague Academy for local governance

›› Local Economic Development

Date: 28 November-9 December 2016
Apply by: 14 October 2016
Place:  The Hague, The Netherlands

This practice oriented course focuses on strengthening the economic capacity of  a local or regional 
community. Different approaches to accommodate the different needs of urban and rural contexts 
as well as local economic and social development in least-developed and post-conflict states will 

http://locs4africa.iclei.org/
http://locs4africa.iclei.org/
http://resilient-cities.iclei.org/index.php?id=1032
http://resilient-cities.iclei.org/index.php?id=1032
http://resilient-cities.iclei.org/index.php?id=1032
http://resilient-cities.iclei.org/index.php?id=1032
http://thehagueacademy.com/blog/2015/05/conflict-rule-of-law-and-local-security/
http://thehagueacademy.com/blog/2015/05/conflict-rule-of-law-and-local-security/
http://thehagueacademy.com/blog/2015/05/local-economic-development-6/
http://thehagueacademy.com/blog/2015/05/local-economic-development-6/
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be discussed. Furthermore, strategies and tools to support decent work and human rights and 
include vulnerable and marginalised groups, such as women and youth, in the local economy are 
presented.
Those, who mention in their application form that they apply through the DeLoG newsletter, 
will get a 10% discount on the course fee.

Swiss Peace

›› Theories of Change in Fragile Contexts Training

Date: 1-3 February 2017
Apply by: 30 November 2016
Place: Switzerland, Basel

While peace building programs aim to contribute to relevant change and strengthen transitions out 
of fragility, they are often challenged on whether they do this strategically enough. Aid workers and 
peacebuilders are increasingly using theories of change to help organizations address these 
issues. Creating a detailed and explicit logic of intervention helps to identify gaps in programming, 
highlight assumptions that need to be tested, and provide a sound base for strategic choices that 
can increase effectiveness. This training focuses on how  ‘good’ theories of change can be created 
that will help practitioners gain an in-depth understanding of their programs and their impacts.

■ Studies

Local Governance and Decentralisation

Sharing Responsibilities and Resources among Levels of Governments: 
Localizing the Sustainable Development Goals
Paule Smoke; UN (2016)

This paper discusses the implementation of the SDGs through local 
governance and decentralisation. It highlights the gap between theory 
and practise of decentralisation and intergovernmental reforms. Systems 
and institutional development varies among countries. The national and 
historic context has a major influence on the shape and structure of the 
subnational governments. This is why decentralisation is best based on a 
broad-based country consensus. The article provides a way for adapting 
the SDGs in local contexts.

›› Dowload the paper here.

Handbook for a successful project
Abigaïl Faure, Mireille Van der Graaf; Platforma (2016)

This practical guide was conceived in the spirit of  the mission for easier 
access to financing opportunities. It helps elected representatives and 
local civil servants to build solid projects and attractive applications. There 
are useful information on EU Member States’ funding agencies and 
multilateral organisations included.

›› Download the handbook here in English.

›› Download the handbook here in French.

http://www.swisspeace.ch/courses/individual-courses/theories-of-change-in-fragile-contexts.html
http://www.swisspeace.ch/courses/individual-courses/theories-of-change-in-fragile-contexts.html
http://workspace.unpan.org/sites/Internet/Documents/UNPAN95873.pdf
http://workspace.unpan.org/sites/Internet/Documents/UNPAN95873.pdf
https://issuu.com/platforma4dev/docs/platforma_2016_full_web-eng_issuu
https://issuu.com/platforma4dev/docs/platforma_2016_full_web-eng_issuu
https://issuu.com/platforma4dev/docs/platforma_2016_complet_web_fr_issuu
https://issuu.com/platforma4dev/docs/platforma_2016_complet_web_fr_issuu
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Considering the state: perspectives on South Sudan's subdivision and 
federalism debate
Mareike Schomerus and Lovise Aalen; ODI (2016)

The report analyses the new  changes in the South Sudan’s administrative 
structure. It recommends what might be the best structure for South 
Sudan. In 2015 the number of  states was increased from 10 to 28. 
Decentralisation and Federalism are discussed in countries’ context. 
Especially the relationship between the central and newly constructed 
local structure is discussed. This report is a practical example of 
decentralisation which applies theories of deconcentration and devolution 
in the context of South Sudan.

›› Link to the report.

Integrating Informal Institutions in Local Governance: Does it Matter?
Shandana Khan Mohmand and Snezana Misic Mihajlović; IDS (2016)

In this paper the literature on ‘informally institutionalised’ relationships between states and citizens 
is added by examining the case of a particular type of  informal institution. The Mixed method 
approach is presented to explore variation in the role and functions of  Mjesna Zajednica (MZ) that 
operates across the former Yugoslavian countries. Institutional variation across two parts of  Bosnia 
and Herzegovina are used to test the claim that there is a relationship between strong legal 
frameworks and the role of  MZs in strengthening citizen participation, inclusive decision-making, 
and improved service delivery. There is evidence to suggest that bringing government closer to the 
people through the inclusion of  local institutions in formal local government appears to matter for 
improved governance, especially in terms of citizen participation and service delivery.

›› Download the working paper here.

Migration

Humanitarian responses by local actors: Lessons learned from 
managing the transit of migrants and refugees through Croatia
Maren Larsen, Elma Demir, Maja Horvat; IIED (2016)

The Croatian Government managed the 
transit of 650,000 migrants and refugees 
in late 2015 and early. This paper 
analyses the impact of the crises and 

derives that the decentralisation of  resources and capacities in sectors relevant to managing 
shorter-term humanitarian emergencies or longer-term integration of  new  citizens is difficult within 
the current structure of  local self-governance in Croatia. Therefore, enhancing the role of local 
authorities in such situations would likely need to be accompanied by institutional reforms or 
mechanisms ranging from shared services, to regrouping of functions, or long-discussed 
administrative and territorial re-organisation in Croatia.

›› Link to the paper.

https://www.odi.org/sites/odi.org.uk/files/resource-documents/10837.pdf
https://www.odi.org/sites/odi.org.uk/files/resource-documents/10837.pdf
https://opendocs.ids.ac.uk/opendocs/bitstream/handle/123456789/12130/Wp473.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://opendocs.ids.ac.uk/opendocs/bitstream/handle/123456789/12130/Wp473.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
http://pubs.iied.org/pdfs/10795IIED.pdf
http://pubs.iied.org/pdfs/10795IIED.pdf
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Urban Governance

The Urban Dimension of the SDGs: Implications for the NUA
Dr Philipp Misselwitz, María Rosa Muñoz, Jesús Salcedo Villanueva, Anna Marie Walter (2016)

The adoption of Agenda 2030 and the 
publication of the Zero Draft of the NUA has led 
to a lively discussion over which targets and 
indicators of the SDGs are of particular 

relevance to the NUA. A general trend has been to acknowledge that the urban dimension of the 
SDGs extends well beyond the dedicated goal (SDG 11) focused on cities and human settlements. 
This papers intention is to sharpen the NUA-SDG link and contribute to shaping the NUA into a 
practical, implementation-oriented policy document that recognizes and empowers urban actors in 
their efforts to achieve the Agenda 2030.

›› Link to the document.

Transforming a ‘New Urban Agenda’ into a just urban agenda
Adriana Allen, Alexandre Apsan Frediani, Anna Walnycki; IEED (2016)

The revised Zero Draft lacks both an overarching vision that 
recognises the vital links between the three commitments and a 
consistent approach to implementation. The current 
contradictions threaten to make the commitments ineffective 

individual workstreams. To reach its transformative ambition, the paper argues that the final NUA 
draft must make these connections, and suggest four specific ways in which it could achieve 
greater coherence and inclusivity.

›› Download the paper here.

Gender

Priority gender issues in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Georgia, Moldova, 
Serbia and Ukraine
Pozarny, P., & Rohwerder, B. (2016)

This paper discusses the gender issues in Eastern 
Europe. It argues that women’s political participation is 
limited and therefore it analyses the progress in each 
country for improving the role of  women. It comes to 

the conclusion that gender stereotyping and discrimination against women remain widespread. 
Also the participation in governance is still low, main reasons for this include lack of  financing, 
traditional societal attitudes, little experience in public life roles and low  interest. There are 
problems with implementation of the law  and there is a lack of political will to advance gender 
equality. 

›› Download the report here.

https://dms.giz.de/dms/llisapi.dll/fetch/-95344054/100118329/100123161/Studie_Urban_Dimension_of_the_SDGs.pdf?nodeid=103919430&vernum=-2
https://dms.giz.de/dms/llisapi.dll/fetch/-95344054/100118329/100123161/Studie_Urban_Dimension_of_the_SDGs.pdf?nodeid=103919430&vernum=-2
http://pubs.iied.org/17366IIED/?p=1
http://pubs.iied.org/17366IIED/?p=1
http://www.gsdrc.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/HDQ1372.pdf
http://www.gsdrc.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/HDQ1372.pdf
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Fragile States

Fragile States

GSDRC (2016)

This guide gives an overview  of the main literature in the field of  fragile 
states. It recommends articles and books e.g. which regard state-society 
relations and citizenship in situations of  conflict and fragility. It bundles 
concepts of civic trust, citizenship and socio-political cohesion.

›› Download the guide here.

Climate Change

Aligning Transnational Climate Action with International Climate 
Governance: The Road from Paris
Sander Chan, Clara Brandi, Steffen Bauer (2016)

Reflecting on the Paris outcome, this article discusses 
the role of non-State and subnational actors – 
especially on the road to the Paris climate change 
conference. It argues that the intergovernmental and 

transnational spheres of global climate governance could mutually reinforce each other by 
continuing mobilization efforts to engage non-State actors and by harnessing greater ambition, 
both from State and non-State actors. 

›› Download the Article here.

The Paris Climate Package: A Basic Guide for Local and Subnational 
Governments
Yunus Arikan, Maryke van Staden, Jen Bogle; ICLEI (2016)

This guide is for local and subnational governments summarizes the 
process of which led to the recognition and engagement of local and 
subnational governments in the Paris Climate Package. It argues 
that the Paris Agreement will unlock resources that can help cities 
and regions meet and exceed their climate goals. This results into a 
locally-driven implementation process, local leaders can help to 
increase capital flows into cities, towns and regions by 
demonstrating the collective impact of  local climate action through 
consistent and transparent reporting.

›› Download the Guide here.

http://www.gsdrc.org/topic-guides/fragile-states/
http://www.gsdrc.org/topic-guides/fragile-states/
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/reel.12168/epdf
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/reel.12168/epdf
http://e-lib.iclei.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/COP21-Report-web.pdf
http://e-lib.iclei.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/COP21-Report-web.pdf
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Measuring, Reporting, Verification (MRV) of Urban Low Emission 
Development
ICLEI (2016)

This handbook aims to guide the local government’s approach to 
effectively address climate change, with a strong focus on mitigation. 
Yet, it can also be used for integrated sustainable development, 
stimulating the local green economy, and many other topics, using 
climate action as an entry point.

›› Download the handbook here.
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